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―
DeFiYield is one of the leading smart contract auditing providers
focused on checking security of DeFi projects and the world's only
crypto asset management dashboard featuring user protection
against interactions with risky smart contracts.
Our first audits were conducted back in July 2020, shortly after the
yield farming industry boomed, bringing impressive return
opportunities for users. At the same time, scams happened every
day and users were not protected against them in any way. No one
performed yield-farming-focused audits at the time and a lot of
projects were launching without even doing proper internal audits.
This is why DeFiYield took the lead and has been developing and
pushing security standards in the community since then.
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―
Project Name

Abracadabra.money

Blockchain

Ethereum

Language

Solidity

Scope

Abracadabra.money is a lending platform that uses
interest-bearing tokens (ibTKNs) as collateral to borrow
a USD pegged stablecoin (Magic Internet Money MIM) that can be used as any other traditional
stablecoin.
Currently, a lot of assets, such as yVaults have locked in
capital that can't be put to further use. Abracadabra
offers an opportunity to use it.
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―
Code source: Etherscan
9 smart contracts deployed on the Ether network were analysed to
check the availability of code vulnerabilities:
Solidity
• CauldronV2Flat.sol
• MagicInternetMoneyV1.sol
• MinimalTimeLock.sol
• Spell.sol
• sSpellV1.sol
• CauldronLowRiskV1.sol
• CauldronMediumRiskV1.sol
• SpellTWAPOracle.sol
• CauldronV2CheckpointV1.sol
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Severity

Count

Acknowledged

Title

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

10

-

-

60

Resolved

-

-

- Incorrect Solidity
version
- Missing zero
address validation
- Public function
that should be
declared external
- Code with no
effects

* Acknowledged means that the issue was addressed to the project's team, but they don't define
it as a problem: a) the code was designed in the way intentionally b) the code doesn't cause
any issues for security and functioning of the smart contract.
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―

DeFiYield’s system for manual smart contract code auditing is
based on experience from analyzing hundreds of malicious and
vulnerable smart contracts. The system allows the DeFiYield
auditors to consistently go through all smart contract elements and
their combinations most frequently used to steal user funds.
Issues covered:
Minting to a dangerous destination
Infinite token supply
Dangerous token migration
Pausing token transfers anytime for unlimited period
Pausing token transfer for limited period (defined in the contract)
Pausing funds withdrawals (Centralized pausing for any funds
withdrawals)
Pausing funds withdrawals with emergency withdrawal available
Proxy patterns
8

Funds lock with centralized control
Unfair token distribution: high % of team rewards
Suspicious functions
Insufficient timelock for important contract changes
Overprivileged role
a. The privileged EOA can call a function that allows to withdraw all
staked in the contract funds to a needed address;
b. The privileged EOA can change address of token reward
distribution;
c. The privileged EOA can change location of staked user funds;
Unrestricted fee setting
a. withdrawal fee can be set up to 100%;
b. user reward fee can be decreased;
c. Team reward increased without any limitations in centralized way;
d. Other protocol fees with unexpected security consequences)
Using a singular exchange as a price source
Insufficient Validation
Uncollateralized share token minting
Unprotected function
Custom token standard

DeFiYield’s Scanner
The Scanner was designed by DeFiYield for automated smart
contract security checks covering most of common smart contract
weaknesses. Moreover, it detects DeFi-specific smart contract
9

vulnerabilities and malicious functions that are the most frequent
reasons of rug pulls and hacker attacks.
Technique applied: syntax tree code representation checked
against bug patterns.
Issues covered:
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Unverified contracts unlimited minting to a malicious
destination



Dangerous token migration



Pausing token transfers anytime for unlimited period



Pausing token transfer for limited period (defined in the
contract)



Pausing funds withdrawals (centralized pausing for any funds
withdrawals)



Pausing funds withdrawals with emergency withdrawal
available



Proxy patterns



Funds lock with centralized control



Overprivileged role



Unrestricted centralized fee and reward setting



Modifying storage array by value



The order of parameters in a shift instruction is incorrect



Multiple constructor schemes



Contract's name reused



Public mappings with nested variables
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Right-To-Left-Override control character is used



State variables shadowing



Functions allowing anyone to destruct the contract



Uninitialized state variables



Uninitialized storage variables



Unprotected upgradeable contract



Functions that send Ether to arbitrary destination



Tainted array length assignment



Controlled delegatecall destination



Reentrancy vulnerabilities (theft of ethers)



Signed storage integer array compiler bug



Unchecked tokens transfer



Weak PRNG



Detect dangerous enum conversion



Incorrect ERC20 interfaces



Incorrect ERC721 interfaces



Dangerous strict equalities



Contracts that lock ether



Deletion on mapping containing a structure



State variables shadowing from abstract contracts



Tautology or contradiction
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Unused write



Misuse of Boolean constant



Constant functions using assembly code



Constant functions changing the state



Imprecise arithmetic operations order



Reentrancy vulnerabilities (no theft of ethers)



Reused base constructor



Dangerous usage of tx.origin



Unchecked low-level calls



Unchecked send



Uninitialized local variables



Unused return values



Modifiers that can return the default value



Built-in symbol shadowing; Local variables shadowing



Uninitialized function pointer calls in constructors



Local variables used prior their declaration



Constructor called not implemented



Multiple calls in a loop



Missing Events Access Control



Missing Events Arithmetic



Dangerous unary expressions
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Missing Zero Address Validation



Benign reentrancy vulnerabilities



Reentrancy vulnerabilities leading to out-of-order Events



Dangerous usage of block.timestamp



Assembly usage



Assert state change



Comparison to boolean constant



Deprecated Solidity Standards



Un-indexed ERC20 event parameters



Function initializing state variables



Low level calls



Missing inheritance



Conformity to Solidity naming conventions



If different pragma directives are used



Redundant statements



Incorrect Solidity version



Unimplemented functions



Unused state variables



Costly operations in a loop



Functions that are not used



Reentrancy vulnerabilities through send and transfer



Variable names are too similar



Conformance to numeric notation best practices



State variables that could be declared constant



Public function that could be declared external

Issues that can directly cause a loss of underlying funds with
high probability. These issues must be removed ASAP.
There is a possibility of negative impacts on funds managed
by the smart contract when certain conditions come into
action.
Issues that affect contract functionality without causing
financial losses, must be addressed by the developers.
The issues must be addressed to follow the best SC coding
practice.
The issues refer to the best SC coding practice and don’t
cause any problems with using SCs. Their handling depends
on the decision of the dev team.

Metrics

Features

Documentation

Whitepaper or another tech doc describing the project.
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Matching of the deployed code with the code published
on Github.
Completeness and usefulness of code commenting.
Coverage of SC functions.
Code requirement traceability.
Team anonymity / openness.
Team and
Development
History

Closed / open software repository.
SCs can be easily found in the project's sources.
Development history: How old is the repo? How many
devs are commiting to the repo and with what frequency?

On-Chain
Activity

Social Media
Analysis

Use of mixers for money laundering.
Are the SCs used actively?
Team commits: posts, commenting.
Community activity: likes, retweets, replies.
Testing:
1) Test reports available;

Quality
Assurance

2) Test scripts and instructions are given.
Audits done by 3d parties prior to the contract
deployment.

Token
Distribution

Major EOA holders (>15% tokens per 1 private holder).
Automated check.

Governance

Do users participate in governance?
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Governance type.

This audit part is focused on quality of smart protocol
documentation and code commenting.
The key aspects assessed are:
• Matching of the deployed code with the code published on

Github;
• Availability of a whitepaper or another technical document
describing functionality of the project and the system of it’s
smart contracts in detail;
• Completeness and usefulness of code commenting;
• Coverage of SC functions in the documentation;
• Code requirement traceability.

The project team’s positioning, behavior with the community and
development history of the project can be very informative points
for understanding if the project is open, community-oriented, fastreacting on external warnings and therefore safe. In order to answer
these questions DeFiYield checks:
• Team anonymity / openness
3

• Is the project’s software repository closed or open?
• The SCs can be found either on the project's website, or on its

GitBook, or in the README of its software repository
• Development history: How old is the repo? How many devs are

commiting to the repo and with what frequency?

In this part we check:
• Use of mixers such as Tornado cash for money laundering
purposes, which is a common practice of scam projects. They often
use mixers to pay for deployment of smart contracts, covering
traces in that way.
• Are the SCs used actively? (Number of transactions executed with
the SCs in the last 30 days.) If the project’s smart contracts have not
been used in the last 30 days, the project can be considered
abandoned.

Activity of the project team in social media and the way it interacts
with users there can say a lot about real intentions and goals of the
project. If the team members don’t react to questions, requests and
warnings of the community, and don't make any content
commitments, users should be worried.
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When analysing social media of the project we consider:
• Team commits: frequency and quality of posts, commenting;
• Community reactions: likes, retweets, replies.

In this section it’s important to check if the project has a full suite of
tests, scripts to run them and test reports.
Also, we check if there are audits done by 3d parties prior to
deployment of the contracts.

If there are EOAs holding large shares of the token (one private
owner has more than 15% of the token total supply), there is a risk
they will sell off their tokens dumping the price.
This feature is checked automatically with the DeFiYield smart
contract safety checker.

A selected governance type reflects the role of the community in
the project’s decision making processes and the decentralization
degree:
5

• In off-chain governance, after a decision is approved on the

community level through voting, it must be integrated into the
protocol’s code by the dev team.
• In on-chain systems, governance voting rules are hardcoded into

the protocol, meaning any protocol changes being voted for by the
community are bridged with the code and performed
automatically.
Along with the governance type, we analyze:
• Functions under the governance;
• If the community controls the project’s treasury;
• If the governance contract controls other contracts;
• Timelock implementation;
• Timelock length (For user security it must be >24h);
• If the dev team can veto over community decisions;
• History of the governance process: availability of cases when the

team ignored the will of the community.
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Purpose:

The main project token.

Owner:

Gnosis safe

Features:

Owner can call:
transferOwnership - enables change address of the owner
mint – mints a specified amount to a specified address

Issues Found
Missing Zero Address Validation

Severity:

Low

SCW ID:

168
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Description:

If called incorrectly, the lack of verification for a null address
may disrupt the normal operation of the contract.

Location:

newOwner()

Recommendations: If the logic of the contract does not provide for the assignment
of a zero address, a check for a zero address should be applied
Status:

Public function that should be declared external

Severity:

Info

SCW ID:

184

Description:

To save gas, all functions that are not used by other functions
of the contract should be declared as external.

Location:

SpellV1.mint()

Recommendations: Declaring these public functions external
Status:
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Purpose:

The contract allows users to open loans, borrow MIMs,
leverage and repay

Owner:

-

Features:

There is no role eligible for calling privileged functions

Issues Found
Code With No Effects

Severity:

Info

SCW ID:

135

Description:

In Solidity, it's possible to write code that does not produce the
intended effects. Currently, the solidity compiler will not return
a warning for effect-free code. This can lead to the introduction
of "dead" code that does not properly perform an intended
action.

Location:

Liquidate(): swapper.swap
reduceSupply(): bentoBox.withdraw

Recommendations: It's important to carefully ensure that your contract works as
intended. Write unit tests to verify correct behavior of the code.
Status:

9

Missing Zero Address Validation

Severity:

Low

SCW ID:

168

Description:

If called incorrectly, the lack of verification for a null address
may disrupt the normal operation of the contract.

Location:

newFeeTo

Recommendations: If the logic of the contract does not provide for the assignment
of a zero address, a check for a zero address should be applied
Status:

Public function that should be declared external

Severity:

Info

SCW ID:

184

Description:

To save gas, all functions that are not used by other functions
of the contract should be declared external.

Location:

Init()
removeCollateral()
borrow()
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repay()
liquidate()
withdrawFees()
setFeeTo()
reduceSupply()

Recommendations: Declaring these public functions external
Status:

Purpose:

The Magic Internet Money token is a USD pegged stable
coin that is backed by interest bearing tokens.
Abracadabra always considers this token to be worth 1USD.
MIM is a multichain token.

Owner:
Features:

Gnosis safe
The owner can call the following functions:
Mint()
mintToBentoBox()

Issues Found
Code With No Effects
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Severity:

Info

SCW ID:

135

Description:

In Solidity, it's possible to write code that does not produce the
intended effects. Currently, the solidity compiler will not return
a warning for effect-free code. This can lead to the introduction
of "dead" code that does not properly perform an intended
action.

Location:

mintToBentoBox(): bentoBox.deposit()

Recommendations: It's important to carefully ensure that your contract works as
intended. Write unit tests to verify correct behavior of the code.
Status:

Missing Zero Address Validation

Severity:

Low

SCW ID:

168

Description:

If called incorrectly, the lack of verification for a null address
may disrupt the normal operation of the contract.
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Location:

newOwner()

Recommendations: If the logic of the contract does not provide for the assignment
of a zero address, a check for a zero address should be applied
Status:

Public function that should be declared external

Severity:

Info

SCW ID:

184

Description:

To save gas, all functions that are not used by other functions
of the contract should be declared as external.

Location:

Burn()
mintToBentoBox()

Recommendations: Declaring these public functions external
Status:
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Purpose:

The contract allows users to open loans, borrow MIMs,
leverage and repay

Owner:

-

Features:

There is no role eligible for calling privileged functions

Issues Found
Missing Zero Address Validation

Severity:

Low

SCW ID:

168

Description:

If called incorrectly, the lack of verification for a null address
may disrupt the normal operation of the contract.

Location:

newFeeTo()

Recommendations: If the logic of the contract does not provide for the assignment
of a zero address, a check for a zero address should be applied
Status:
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Code With No Effects

Severity:

Info

SCW ID:

135

Description:

In Solidity, it's possible to write code that does not produce the
intended effects. Currently, the solidity compiler will not return
a warning for effect-free code. This can lead to the introduction
of "dead" code that does not properly perform an intended
action.

Location:

.liquidate(): swapper.swap
.reduceSupply(): bentoBox.withdraw

Recommendations: It's important to carefully ensure that your contract works as
intended. Write unit tests to verify correct behavior of the code.
Status:

Public function that should be declared external

Severity:

Info

SCW ID:

184
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Description:

To save gas, all functions that are not used by other functions
of the contract should be declared as external.

Location:

init ()
removeCollateral()
borrow()
repay()
liquidate()
withdrawFees()
setFeeTo()
reduceSupply()

Recommendations: Declaring these public functions external
Status:

Purpose:

LP token of the project. Staking SPELL has a 24 hour time
lock.

Features:

There is no role eligible for calling privileged functions

Issues Found
Public function that should be declared external

Severity:

Info

SCW ID:

184
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Description:

To save gas, all functions that are not used by other functions
of the contract should be declared as external.

Location:

balanceOff()
transfer()
transferFrom()
mint()
burn()
burnFrom()

Recommendations: Declaring these public functions external
Status:

Purpose:

The contract allows users to open loans, borrow MIMs,
leverage and repay

Owner:

-

Features:

There is no role eligible for calling privileged functions

Issues Found
Code With No Effects

Severity:
17

Info

SCW ID:

135

Description:

In Solidity, it's possible to write code that does not produce the
intended effects. Currently, the solidity compiler will not return
a warning for effect-free code. This can lead to the introduction
of "dead" code that does not properly perform an intended
action.

Location:

.liquidate(): swapper.swap
.reduceSupply(): bentoBox.withdraw

Recommendations: It's important to carefully ensure that your contract works as
intended. Write unit tests to verify correct behavior of the code.
Status:

Missing Zero Address Validation

Severity:

Low

SCW ID:

168

Description:

If called incorrectly, the lack of verification for a null address
may disrupt the normal operation of the contract.

Location:

newFeeTo()
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Recommendations: If the logic of the contract does not provide for the assignment
of a zero address, a check for a zero address should be applied
Status:

Public function that should be declared external

Severity:

Info

SCW ID:

184

Description:

To save gas, all functions that are not used by other functions
of the contract should be declared as external.

Location:

Burn()
init()
removeCollateral()
borrow()
repay()
liquidate()
withdrawFees()
setFeeTo()
reduceSupply()

Recommendations: Declaring these public functions external
Status:
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Purpose:

The contract allows users to open loans, borrow MIMs,
leverage and repay

Owner:

-

Features:

There is no role eligible for calling privileged functions

Issues Found
Code With No Effects (x5)

Severity:

Info

SCW ID:

135

Description:

In Solidity, it's possible to write code that does not produce the
intended effects. Currently, the solidity compiler will not return
a warning for effect-free code. This can lead to the introduction
of "dead" code that does not properly perform an intended
action.

Location:

.addCollateral(): user_checkpoint
._removeCollateral ():user_checkpoint
liquidate(): user_checkpoint
liquidate(): swapper.swap
reduceSupply():bentoBox.withdraw
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Recommendations: It's important to carefully ensure that your contract works as
intended. Write unit tests to verify correct behavior of the code.
Status:

Missing Zero Address Validation

Severity:

Low

SCW ID:

168

Description:

If called incorrectly, the lack of verification for a null address
may disrupt the normal operation of the contract.

Location:

newFeeTo()

Recommendations: If the logic of the contract does not provide for the assignment
of a zero address, a check for a zero address should be applied
Status:
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Floating Pragma

Severity:

Low

SCW ID:

103

Description:

Contracts should be deployed with the same compiler version
and flags that they have been tested with. If contracts are
accidentally deployed, for example, with an outdated compiler
version, bugs can occur, negatively affecting the contract
system.

Location:

Version used: ['0.6.12', '>=0.6.12']

Recommendations: Using single Solidity version
Status:

Public function that should be declared external

Severity:

Info

SCW ID:

184

Description:

To save gas, all functions that are not used by other functions
of the contract should be declared as external.
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Location:

init()
removeCollateral()
borrow()
repay()
liquidate()
withdrawFees()
setFeeTo()
reduceSupply()

Recommendations: Declaring these public functions external
Status:

Purpose:

The contract takes the ratio of the price of eth to the dollar
from the chainlink and the price of the sang token to the eth,
and then returns the price of the sang token to the dollar.
The price is updated every 10 minutes (average for 10
minutes)

Features:

There is no role eligible for calling privileged functions

Issues Found
Floating Pragma

Severity:
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Low

SCW ID:

103

Description:

Contracts should be deployed with the same compiler version
and flags that they have been tested with. If contracts are
accidentally deployed, for example, with an outdated compiler
version, bugs can occur, negatively affecting the contract
system.

Location:

Version used: ['0.6.12', '>=0.5.0']

Recommendations: Using single Solidity version
Status:

Incorrect versions of Solidity

Severity:

Low

SCW ID:

177

Description:

Avoid using complex pragma statements and do not use old
solidity versions. Using an old version prevents access to new
Solidity security checks.

Recommendations: Using single Solidity version
Status:
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Public function that should be declared external

Severity:

Info

SCW ID:

184

Description:

To save gas, all functions that are not used by other functions
of the contract should be declared as external.

Location:

peek()
name()
symbol()

Recommendations: Declaring these public functions external
Status:

Purpose:

Features:

TimeLock contract
The owner can call the following functions
queueTransaction()
cancelTransaction()

Issues Found
25

Public function that should be declared external

Severity:

Info

SCW ID:

184

Description:

To save gas, all functions that are not used by other functions
of the contract should be declared as external.

Location:

cancelTransaction()
executeTransaction()

Recommendations: Declaring these public functions external
Status:

Missing Zero Address Validation

Severity:

Low

SCW ID:

168

Description:

If called incorrectly, the lack of verification for a null address
may disrupt the normal operation of the contract.

Location:

target.call()
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Recommendations: If the logic of the contract does not provide for the assignment
of a zero address, a check for a zero address should be applied
Status:

Total supply: 210,000,000,000 SPELL (initial burn halved the
supply)
Fees:
Each market has its own liquidation fee, but in general ibTKNS with
underlying stable coins will have a liquidation fee of 3% and ibTKNS
with price action will have a liquidation fee of 12.5%
Liquidation Fee Sharing - This fee is the incentive given to the
parties performing liquidations. Furthermore, 10% of these
collected fees are hard-coded to be set aside for the weekly sSPELL
rewards
on
particular
pools.

Blacklisting abilities: False

Minting: True

Migration: False

Proxy patterns: False
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Funds lock period: 24 hours

Presale: False

Pause: False

Suspicious functions: False

Tests
Passed

56
100% (56)

Failed

The test scripts were developed by Abracadabra.money

=========================== ERC20===============================
✓ Assigns the total supply of tokens to the alice
✓ Succeeds in creating over 2^256 - 1 (max) tokens
✓ Succeeds transfering 10000 tokens from alice to bob
✓ Returns true on success
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0% (0)

✓ Fails transfering 10001 tokens from alice to bob
✓ Succeeds for zero value transfer
✓ Emits Transfer event with expected arguments
✓ Emits Transfer event with expected arguments for zero value
✓ transferFrom should fail if balance is too low
✓ approvals: msg.sender should approve 100 to this.bob.address
✓ approvals: msg.sender approves this.bob.address of 100 &
withdraws 20 once.
✓ approvals: msg.sender approves this.bob.address of 100 &
withdraws 20 twice.
✓ approvals: msg.sender approves this.bob.address of 100 &
withdraws 50 & 60 (2nd tx should fail)
✓ approvals: attempt withdrawal from account with no allowance
(should fail)
✓ approvals: allow this.bob.address 100 to withdraw from
this.alice.address. Withdraw 60 and then approve 0 & attempt transfer.
✓ approvals: approve max (2^256 - 1)
✓ approvals: msg.sender approves this.bob.address of max (2^256
- 1) & withdraws 20
✓ Emits Approval event with expected arguments
✓ Returns correct DOMAIN_SEPARATOR for token and chainId
✓ Reverts when address zero is passed as alice argument
✓ Succeessfully executes a permit
✓ Emits Approval event with expected arguments on successful
execution of permit
✓ Reverts on expired deadline
✓ Reverts on invalid signiture KashiPair

✓ Assigns name to Chainlink
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✓ Assigns symbol to LINK

✓ Assigns name SushiSwap TWAP+SushiSwap TWAP to Composite Oracle
✓ Assigns symbol S+S to Composite Oracle
✓ should return false on first peek
✓ should update and get prices within period
✓ should update prices after swap

✓ Assigns name to Compound
✓ Assigns symbol to COMP

✓ Assigns name to Pegged
✓ Assigns symbol to PEG
✓ should return 1e18 on rate request

✓ Assigns name to SushiSwap TWAP
✓ Assigns symbol to S
✓ should get name
✓ should get symbol
✓ should return false on first peek
✓ should get price even when time since last update is longer
than period
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✓ should update and get prices within period
✓ should update prices after swap

✓ should swap
✓ should swap with minimum set
✓ should not swap with minimum not met
✓ should swap in opposite direction
✓ should swap in opposite direction with minimum set
✓ should not swap in opposite direction with minimum not met
✓ should swap exact
✓ should swap exact with exact amountIn
✓ should not swap exact with not enough amountIn
✓ should swap exact in opposite direction
✓ should swap exact in opposite direction with exact AmountIn
✓ should not swap exact in opposite direction with not enough
amountIn
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Low(10)
Info(60)

Related Smart Contract

ID

Issue name

Category

168

Missing Zero Address
Validation

Solidity Best
Coding
Practice

184

Public function that
should be declared
external

Solidity Best
Coding
Practice

135

Code With No Effects
(x2)

Control Flow

184

Public function that
should be declared
external (x8)

Solidity Best
Coding
Practice

168

Missing Zero Address
Validation

Solidity Best
Coding
Practice

135

Code With No Effects
(x2)

Control Flow

184

Public function that
should be declared
external (x8)

Solidity Best
Coding
Practice

168

Missing Zero Address
Validation

Solidity Best
Coding
Practice

Spell.sol

CauldronLowRiskV1

CauldronV2.sol
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Severity

Status

MagicInternetMoney.sol

sSpellV1.sol

SpellTWAPOracleV1.sol

135

Code With No Effects
(x2)

Control Flow

184

Public function that
should be declared
external (x2)

Solidity Best
Coding
Practice

168

Missing Zero Address
Validation

Solidity Best
Coding
Practice

184

Public function that
should be declared
external (x6)

Solidity Best
Coding
Practice

177

Incorrect versions of
Solidity

Solidity Best
Coding
Practice

168

Missing Zero Address
Validation

Solidity Best
Coding
Practice

184

Public function that
should be declared
external (x3)

Solidity Best
Coding
Practice

184

Public function that
should be declared
external (x2)

Solidity Best
Coding
Practice

168

Missing Zero Address
Validation

Solidity Best
Coding
Practice

103

Floating Pragma

Solidity Best
Coding
Practice

135

Code With No Effects
(x5)

Control Flow

184

Public function that
should be declared
external (x8)

Solidity Best
Coding
Practice

168

Missing Zero Address
Validation

Solidity Best
Coding
Practice

135

Code With No Effects
(x2)

Control Flow

184

Public function that
should be declared
external (x9)

Solidity Best
Coding
Practice

168

Missing Zero Address
Validation

Solidity Best
Coding
Practice

MinimalTimeLock.sol

CauldronV2CheckpointV1.sol

CauldronMediumRiskV1.sol

* Acknowledged means that the issue was addressed to the project's team, but they don't define
it as a problem: a) the code was designed in the way intentionally b) the code doesn't cause
any issues for security and functioning of the smart contract.
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The project explains its purpose and functionality in Gitbook and
whitepaper.
Code has a tangible amount of comments, but there are still few
functions and variables without any notes. Code readability is on a
high level and contracts have a simple common structure.
Recommendations: add more comments into the code

The team is anonymous.
The software repository is opened on the date of auditing, having 4
contributors.
Users can find a roadmap and additional information in Gitbook

No mixers were used by the project team by deployment of the
contracts.

The team is active in social media, posts news and updates
regularly.
The community is active: likes and comments on twitter and active
telegram community.
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Project was not audited prior to deployment of its contracts. Test
scripts are given by team.
Recommendation: add information about security of the project

There are no major token holders having a significant influence on
the token price. MIM tokens are minted by a Multisig, deposited in
the Kashi Markets smart contracts, and then injected into circulation
only after the user deposits the collaterals.

Governance is centralized. Has community governance via
snapshot.
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―
Metrics

Metric Score

Metric Weight

Static Analysis

95%

0,5

Documentation

97%

0,05

Team and Development History

85%

0,05

On-Chain Activity

90%

0,15

100%

0,05

Quality Assurance

15%

0,05

Token Distribution

100%

0,1

20%

0,05

Social Media Analysis

Governance
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―
Nine smart contracts of Abracadabra.Money have been
audited for security vulnerabilities.
No significant code issues influencing security of user funds
managed by the contracts were revealed. The smart contract
issues found refer to Solidity best coding practice and don’t cause
any safety problems. The development team wrote and added
tests to the github repository.
The project uses Snapshot for the off-chain governance. In
our opinion, the best practice for such projects would be an
implementation of on-chain governance. The privileged functions
in the contract are performed by the multisig wallet. In fact, this
leads to the risk of centralized changes in the protocol.
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―
Please note that this audit is not financial advice. Conduct your
own research before investing.
Review a few audits from multiple different audit providers as one
audit doesn’t guarantee all issues are detected and that there will
be no security issues with the project analyzed in the future.
Moreover, it’s important to consider that some of the information
given is time-sensitive: the project can update its smart contract
system, implementing new smart contracts and documentation.
Therefore, always track changes influencing investing terms.
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www.defiyield.app
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